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LET OUR EXPERTS

KEEP YOU SECURE
IN
THE DIGITAL WORLD

Message from
Nivee’s President
The business landscape has been challenging over the past several years.
Building and operating a successful business is never easy, however the
pandemic has made the business environment that much more difficult.
Organizations that have never had an ecommerce footprint or a remote
work policy, were suddenly required to shift focus and quickly pivot in
order to operate in the new normal.

Zach Stewart
President

North American businesses have shown incredible resilience and
perseverance throughout these new and demanding requirements. It has
been an inspiration seeing how individuals and businesses have been able
to adapt, and how communities have joined together to support one
another.
Unfortunately, since the onset of the pandemic, we have seen a sharp
increase in cyber crime. Our company mission has never been more
relevant than it is today: “To Keep People Secure in the Digital World.” This
is why we exist. This is what we have built the company for. My brother
and I started this company in 2019, before the effects of the pandemic.
And even then we had already seen the need for attainable cyber security
services in the marketplace.
I am proud of, and motivated by, my heritage of Native Canadian and
Trinidadian. Just recently, I was able to connect with my roots, which were
previously unknown. My father was a part of the “Sixties Scoop” which
allowed authorities to “scoop” up indigenous children from their families
to be put up for adoption. Because of this, my father never knew his
heritage. We finally discovered that my father was part of the Vuntut
Gwitchin First Nation in Old Crow. Since then, I have been able to visit the
traditional grounds and learn how to introduce this new found culture into
my life.
As an ambitious entrepreneur, the best way to express my heritage was to
place it front and centre in this business that my brother and I founded.
“Nivee” means “Warrior” in the language of the Vuntut Gwitchin First
Nation. We are committed to building this Indigenous-Owned business in
hopes to inspire others in our community to entrepreneurship and cyber
security. Our core values include that “We are unified in our Diversity,” and
as we grow we want to expand the skillset of our youth through training
programs, scholarships and internships to attract those who are interested
in the Cyber Security profession. We are excited to expand the
marketplace for Indigenous businesses in the corporate world while
providing essential and attainable cyber services.
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Our Company
Nivee is an Indigenous-Owned, cyber security firm which offers Cyber
security Auditing and Assessment services to test and identify risks that
may lead to cyber attacks. Our services are offered throughout North
America and we are headquartered in the Greater Toronto Area.
We are a proud Aboriginally owned and operated
business. Our ownership consists of individuals from
the Vuntut Gwitchin Nation in Old Crow, Yukon.

“Nivee” means “Warrior” in the
Vuntut language.

·
Old
Crow

·

Mississaugas of the Credit
First Nation

As we develop our organization, we continue to look for other Aboriginal
businesses to partner with and to grow the marketplace for Aboriginal
services in the corporate world. We are members of CCAB, the Canadian
Council for Aboriginal Business, which helps connect Procurement
Champions with organizations like us to help them fulfill their procurement
needs and goals.
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Mission & Values
Nivee is made up of individuals who are driven by their passion to uncover and prevent
cyber security exploits. We deliver security and therefore we seek out those who find
meaning and purpose in this mission. We believe in waking up everyday to make an
impact, and we achieve this by keeping the digital footprint of our clients secure.

Purpose

Mission

Vision

To Keep People Secure in
the Digital World

Assemble and empower
those who are passionate
about our purpose, to
collectively enable our
customers to focus on
their passions.

Our customers cyber
concerns are irrelevant,
because we have got
them covered.

Core Values
We are Unified In our Diversity

We are stronger when unified as a team of diverse individuals and perspectives. Our inclusive
mindset encourages unique contributions to drive effective decision making.

We Earn our Success; We Own our Failure

Nothing in this life is given, it is earned. We put in the work and earn our successes. And when we
inevitably have failures, we own it; we admit it; and we work together to find solutions.

We Exceed Expectations

We believe that our mission statement defines work that is worth doing. We want to be a group of
individuals who are so deeply driven by our passion, that we cannot help but consistently exceed
expectations.

We Dare to Take Risks

Collaboration and innovation can be stifled by the perceived risk of looking or feeling inadequate.
Our team encourages taking these risks in an environment conducive to self expression and
participation. We build better solutions when everyone feels comfortable to contribute. So voice
your ideas, listen to others, and ask your questions.

We Welcome the Storm

Strong winds create deep roots. A tree that never endures the winds of a storm will grow shallow
roots and inevitably fall. It is the storm which strengthens the tree, developing deep roots and
strong branches. Like a tree, we welcome a challenge. It is life's challenges that strengthen us and
encourage us to grow.

www.nivee.ca
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Cyber Landscape
Cyber Incidents
is the most
important
global business
risk category
for 2022
Source: 2022 Allianz Risk Barometer Report, January 2022

$4.24 million

The average cost of a data breach to businesses

$541,000

The average ransomware payment in 2021

Reasons why
businesses
need to be
concerned
with cyber
security risk

Within the
category,
Ransomware and
Data breaches are
the main concern

Overall Business Interruption
Compliance Requirements
Contract Requirements
Foster Strong Client Relationship
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Our Services
We provide a range of “ethical hacking” services where we simulate realworld attacks on our customers digital infrastructure. Regulations and
compliance mandates are becoming more stringent. Your industry will
soon require one or more of the following:
Penetration Testing

Penetration testing is the process of identifying security gaps and issues in your IT infrastructure by
emulating the tactics, techniques and procedures of a real world attacker.

Vulnerability Assessments

In these assessments, we gain an awareness of all the potential areas of exposure in your
organization; from there we can help build mitigation strategies to prevent these potential threats
from breaching your systems.

Social Engineering Assessments

We test your organization’s security, employee training and awareness by seeing how your policies,
procedures and your team react to simulated attacks on your organization’s data. This service is
often done by phishing and emulating real-world attacks.

Red Team Engagements

Rather than just attacking or identifying vulnerabilities from the outside, Red Team engagements
are a multi-layered approach that can help an organization see vulnerabilities in their processes,
facility security, people and more. These services are done on the physical premises of the
organization.

PCI Penetration Testing

This pen testing helps you meet PCI-DSS requirements by identifying vulnerabilities present in the
CDE before a “malicious” attacker is able to discover and exploit them.

Cyber Posture Assessments

This goes beyond offensive security activities that solely focus on your organization’s preparedness;
this looks not just at your systems, but also the people and processes surrounding your systems.

Executive Security Awareness Program

Executives are the number one target of cyberattacks. Our Executive Awareness Program builds
habits and defenses against malicious threats for C-suite and Executive personnel.

Our solutions provide our clients with the ability to identify and assess
issues, provide guidance and recommendations to stop reoccurrence and
ultimately protect data and sensitive information.

www.nivee.ca
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Working with Nivee
Our Process
Scoping &
Assessment
Pre-Job Process
Before we start, we review your
systems and do a scoping call and
fill out a scoping document to
ensure we are meeting all your
needs on our proposal.

Penetration
& Services
Nivee executes all services
We will have a kick-off call to discuss
schedules, services and any rules
that may need to be reviewed
during testing. From there we
perform our work and
improve/identify any and all
vulnerabilities to your organization.

Recommendations
& Remediation
Job Close Out
We schedule a close out call to
review our findings,
recommendations and next steps
for your organization. We deliver an
in-depth report on any and all
recommendations to ensure your
digital footprint is secure.

Why should you choose Nivee?
We aim to earn your business.
We work to keep your business.
Accreditations and Certifications

Our Information Specialists are equipped with the best education in Penetration
Testing.

Custom-Tailored Solutions

Every organization is different, so should every assessment. Our assessment is
custom tailored to your needs.

Reporting

We provide a detailed analysis of each issue that we have found and prioritize
them based on the vulnerability severity

Procurement

Nivee is an Indigenous Business that can help you achieve your procurement
goals.

Affordability

It is a mission at Nivee to keep our overhead costs low and keeping our solutions
affordable to our customers.

www.nivee.ca
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Certifications
Our consultants have several industry recognized certifications:

SANS GIAC Penetration Tester [GPEN]

Global Industrial Cyber Security Professional [GICSP]
Offensive Security Wireless Professional [OSWP]
ISC² Certified Information Systems Security Professional [CISSP]
These accreditations and certifications are best-in-class so our customers
are always receiving the most recent and best services.

As a collective group we have the confidence and experience in providing
assessments, solutions and security to Enterprise Businesses, Healthcare
Industries, Government Industries, Technology-based companies and many
more.
Our team is invested into continuous education programs so we are
learning all of the latest trends, technologies, and attack methods to ensure
that your organization is taken care of no matter what changes come in the
ever-changing digital environment.

www.nivee.ca
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Giving Back
As we grow this company, we want to give back to the
community and support awareness efforts surrounding cyber
security. We want to use our passions and motivations and
share these with others. Through workshops, mentorships
and scholarships, we want to support our local and global
community.

Ways in which we give back:
Cyber Security Awareness

Spreading awareness of cyber security
threats along with providing effective
solutions and suggestions to strengthen your
digital posture.

Entrepreneur Mentorships

Nivee is built from entrepreneurs and we
continue to hire and partner with those who
have the same drive. We want to encourage
this way of thinking and promote young
people to dream big.

Community Classes and Workshops

Small communities are going digital, and
Nivee looks for opportunities to hold free
community classes and workshops
regarding digital security.

Scholarships

Our industry needs more skilled individuals.
Our community is full of untapped potential
and Nivee wants to help promote highschoolers in their cyber education journey.

www.nivee.ca
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Connect with us!

How can we help you?
Scan/click the code to connect with us!
Do you have any questions regarding our company
or the services we offer? We would be happy to learn
more about you and your company.

Are you unsure where to start with your cyber security posture? We
don’t blame you. Cyber security is complex. There is a lot of information
on the subject, but few recommendations towards action.
Connect with us and let us build the roadmap to digital security for
you! Book a free assessment and we can begin crafting your path to a
safer digital future.

Nivee Cyber
Security Inc.
Phone: 647-696-0065
Email: info@nivee.ca
Address: 78 First Line Road, Unit 101,
Hagersville, ON N0A 1H0
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